STAFF REPORT

2019-21P: Parking Determination

Community Development Department

Council Chambers, 7:30 PM, August 1, 2019

To:

Paul Luke, Chairman, Skokie Plan Commission

From:

Steve Marciani, Planning Supervisor

Case:

2019-21P: Parking Determination
DIL7 Howard Street Delivery Station
3639 Howard Street

General Information

Petitioner

DIL7 Howard Street Delivery Station

Purpose

A parking determination for a truck and freight transportation
services use at 3639 Howard

PETITIONER’S SUBMITTAL
DIL7 Howard Street Delivery Station intends to operate a truck and freight
transportation services use at 3639 Howard Street, the site of the former Ohmite
Manufacturing facility. Off-street parking requirements for truck and freight
transportation services are determined by the Plan Commission.
The proposed development is a 24-hour 7-day a week “delivery station.” On-site
employees and delivery drivers will enter and leave the site at various hours each day.
Tractor trailers will deliver products to the facility at night, which are distributed during
the day by smaller delivery vehicles.
There are 2 phases of parking supply for this development. Phase I will consist of
approximately 331 parking spaces available for its various employees on-site, which
include 120 parking spaces dedicated for parking the personal vehicles delivery that van
drivers use to travel to and from the site. The remaining spaces are dedicated for
delivery station management employees who assist with loading / unloading and
dispatching operations. There are also 168 spaces dedicated to van loading and
staging.
Phase II provides additional 210 parking spaces on the west side of the development.
Phase II includes a total of approximately 551 parking spaces available for its various
employees, which include 176 parking spaces dedicated for personal vehicles. The
remaining spaces are dedicated for delivery station management employees who assist
with loading / unloading and dispatching operations.
Langan Engineering was hired by the owner to provide a Parking Demand Overview
Memo for engineering to review. Langan concluded the following:
According to our calculations, the proposed development will not be able to support the
parking required for the facility entirely on site during both the Non Peak and Peak
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seasons in either Phase I or Phase II. All delivery station management employees and
Flex drivers will be able to park on site in both the overnight and day turns; however,
there is not enough parking spaces to support the DSP vans and personal employee
vehicles. Therefore, the use of off-site overflow lots will need to be utilized and provide at
least 638 spaces in order to support the DSP van operations during Peak season. With
the use of these off-site lots, all parking operations can be accommodated.

Based on the facility operations and the parking demand described in the Parking
Demand Overflow Memo, a total of 1,100 parking spaces will be required for the
proposed development where off-site overflow lot(s) will need to be utilized in order to
support the facility operations.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff has reviewed the submitted Parking Demand Overflow Memo. Since the filing of
this case before that Plan Commission, a building permit has been submitted from
Amazon.com to increase the size of the number of parking spaces on site from 288 to
536.
The purpose of the parking determination is not to evaluate the site in question, but to
determine number of parking spaces required to be provided in order for the use to get
a certificate of occupancy.
It should be noted that the parking demand memo did not explore possible mode split
reductions in parking requirement from use of public transportation, ride-sharing, or
carpooling. A follow up conversation was held with Chris Prisk, P.E., PTOE with Langan
Engineering, and they considered taking a conservative approach to the parking
requirement, which is appropriate at this time. If after a year of operation, the
owner/tenant feels the need to reevaluate the parking requirement based on the one
year experience, they may go through the parking determination process again to
increase/decrease parking requirement.
The applicant understands that if the total of 1,100 on- and off-site parking spaces have
not been secured consistent with this determination and the Zoning chapter of the
Village Code, the Village will not be able to issue to Certificate of Occupancy.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Plan Commission determine the off-street parking
requirement for DIL7 Howard Street Delivery Station (Amozon.com) at 3639 Howard
Street be 1,100 vehicle parking spaces which may be both on-site and off-site
consistent with Sec.118-207 of the Village Code. This determination is not transferrable
to another truck and freight transportation services use.
ATTACHMENTS
1. DIL7 Howard Street Parking Demand Overview Memo, dated July 26, 2019
2. Land Use and Zoning Map
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Technical
Memorandum
2400 Ansys Drive, Suite 403

Canonsburg, PA 15317

To:

Greg Scovitch

From:

Christopher A. Prisk, P.E., PTOE
Dan D. Disario, P.E., PTOE

Date:

June 26, 2019

Re:

DIL7 Howard Street
Parking Demand Overview Memo

T: 724.514.5100

F: 724.514.5101

DIL7 Howard Street Parking Demand Overview Memo
At the request of the client, this Technical Memorandum was prepared for Hillwood
Development Company, LLC and provides an overview of the proposed parking demand
which will be generated by the DIL7 Howard Street development based on its proposed
operations.
The purpose of this Technical Memorandum is to identify the hourly parking demand required
by the various facility users for both the Non Peak and Peak seasons of the year. The parking
demand will be used to determine if the number of on-site parking spaces will be sufficient
or if off-site parking will be necessary to support the proposed operations.
Facility Operations
The DIL7 Howard Street development includes a proposed delivery station in Skokie, Illinois
which will include various loading / unloading activities throughout each day. Packages will be
delivered to the delivery station overnight between 9:00 PM – 2:00 AM via approximately 20 - 25
tractor trailer trucks. During that timeframe, these packages will then be sorted by the
approximately 150 - 200 overnight employees who work at the facility. The tractor trailers at the
facility will immediately exit the site between 2:00 AM – 3:00 AM once they are fully unloaded.
The overnight employees typically depart the facility between 4:30 AM – 8:00 AM.
During the daytime turn, which is defined as 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM for the proposed delivery
station, there will be approximately 10 to 115 employees who will remain at the facility
throughout the entire turn to help manage loading / unloading and dispatching operations. During
the daytime hours of operation there will be two types of delivery vehicles entering the site:
Delivery Service Providers (DSP) and Flex drivers.
Regular Season and Peak Season
Throughout the vast majority of the year, the site will operate on its “Non Peak” or regular
condition, which is considered the normal state of service for this facility. The client has also
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identified a “Peak” condition, which can be compared to the Holiday season at a regional
shopping mall. The Peak condition occurs for less than two weeks (14 individual days) throughout
the year. During this time, the site will have an influx of personnel traveling to and from the site
as they service the extra demand. We have outlined both the Non Peak and Peak parking demand
conditions for the site in order to provide adequate parking supply for the entire year.
DSP Operations
The DSP operation will involve delivery employees driving their personal vehicles to the site and
parking their personal vehicle in a parking space on site. These employees will then switch to
their assigned DSP van, which was parked on site in a parking space, and then drive the van to
the designated loading area where they will be loaded by the daytime management employees
who work at the facility. The DSP operation will occur between the hours of 7:30 AM – 9:30 AM
and again between the hours of 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM.
During the Non Peak season, every 30 minutes a new turn of 55 DSP employees will drive to the
delivery station in the morning, park their personal vehicles on site, and depart the facility with
their fully loaded DSP van. During the midday turn, every 30 minutes a new turn of 36 DSP
employees will drive to the delivery station in the morning, park their personal vehicles on site,
and depart the facility with their fully loaded DSP van.
During the Peak season, these numbers increase to turns of 91 DSP employees during the
morning turn and 61 DSP employees during the midday turn. Please note, if there is insufficient
parking supply on site for either the DSP personal vehicles or DSP vans, off-site parking will need
to be provided.
Flex Operations
The Flex operation will involve delivery employees driving their personal vehicles to the site and
parking their vehicle in a loading space at the delivery station. With the assistance of the daytime
management employees who work at the facility, the Flex drivers will load their vehicle with
various packages and then depart the facility immediately once their vehicle is fully loaded. The
Flex operation will occur between the hours of 11:00 AM – 2:30 PM. There are three (3) total
turns of Flex drivers that will travel to and from the proposed delivery station within that
timeframe.
During the Non Peak season, the three (3) turns of Flex drivers will range from containing 20 –
50 drivers. During the Peak season, the three (3) turns of Flex drivers will range from containing
40 – 80 drivers.
Daily Operations
In order to quantify the proposed parking demand which will be generated by the DIL7 Howard
Street development, the client provided a traffic schedule which estimates the average number
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of employee vehicles, tractor trailers, DSP personal vehicles, DSP vans, and Flex vehicles
entering and exiting the site on a typical day. The traffic schedule was provided in a 30 minute
format.
According to the client, there are two (2) phases of parking supply for this development.
Phase I will consist of approximately 331 parking spaces available for its various employees,
which include 120 parking spaces dedicated for parking the personal vehicles DSP van
drivers use to travel to and from the site. The remaining spaces are dedicated for delivery
station management employees who assist with loading / unloading and dispatching
operations. There are also 168 spaces dedicated to van loading and staging.
Phase II provides additional parking on the west side of the development which will include
an additional 210 parking spaces. Phase II includes a total of approximately 551 parking
spaces available for its various employees, which include 176 parking spaces dedicated for
DSP personal vehicles. The remaining spaces are dedicated for delivery station management
employees who assist with loading / unloading and dispatching operations. Refer to Figures
1 – 2 for the Phase I and Phase II site plans, respectively.
Parking Demand
Using the traffic schedule provided by the client, we were able to estimate the hourly parking
demand required by the various facility users, as well as the combined total parking demand
of the site. According to our calculations, the proposed development will not be able to
support the parking required for the facility entirely on site during the Non Peak and Peak
seasons in either Phase I or Phase II. Therefore, an off-site overflow lot will need to be
utilized in order to support the facility operations during the Non Peak and Peak seasons in
both Phase I and Phase II.
One of the confirmed overflow parking lots for the proposed development is located at the
southeast quadrant at the Oakton Street and Central Park Avenue intersection and is currently
being used by Sherman Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram for excess vehicle storage. Based on our
calculations, the lot will have adequate storage capacity for the overflow vehicle parking demand
for the proposed facility during the Non Peak season. The use of another overflow parking lot is
also being pursued to accommodate the Peak season operations.
Non Peak Site Parking Demand
Under the Non Peak site conditions, all delivery station management employees and Flex
drivers will be able to park on site in both the overnight and day turns. Although all of these
employees can park on site, the maximum number of the DSP van drivers that can park their
personal vehicles on site is 120 for Phase I and 176 for Phase II during each day.
According to our calculations for Phase I of the development, the first two (2) AM turns of
55 DSP van drivers will be able to park their personal vehicle on site, enter their DSP van
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staged on site, and drive to a designated loading area where it is loaded by delivery station
employees. The remaining three (3) AM turns of 55 DSP van drivers, as well as the three (3)
midday turns of 36 DSP van drivers, will need to park their personal vehicles in the overflow
parking lot, enter their DSP van staged in the overflow lot, and drive their DSP van to the
facility. Tables 1A – 1B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the
site’s Non Peak, Phase I facility operations, which is broken down into 30 minute intervals.
Tables 2A – 2B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the site’s
Non Peak, Phase I facility operations, which is broken down into one hour intervals.
According to our calculations for Phase II of the development, the first three (3) AM turns of
55 DSP van drivers will be able to park their personal vehicle on site, enter their DSP van
staged on site, and drive to a designated loading area where it is loaded by delivery station
employees. The remaining two (2) AM turns of 55 DSP van drivers, as well as the three (3)
midday turns of 36 DSP van drivers, will need to park their personal vehicles in the overflow
parking lot, enter their DSP van staged in the overflow lot, and drive their DSP van to the
facility. Tables 3A – 3B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the
site’s Non Peak, Phase II facility operations, which is broken down into 30 minute intervals.
Tables 4A – 3B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the site’s
Non Peak, Phase II facility operations, which is broken down into one hour intervals.
To accommodate Non Peak operations, 328 spaces will need to be provided in the off-site
parking lot during Phase I. Once Phase II is built, the number of required off-site parking
spaces for Non Peak operations will be reduced to 273 spaces. Graphs illustrating the parking
demand for the facility are included in Appendix A.
Peak Site Parking Demand
Similar to the Non Peak conditions, all delivery station management employees and Flex
drivers will be able to park on site while the DSP employees will continue to utilize the offsite parking lot during the Peak conditions.
According to our calculations for Phase I of the development, the first AM turn of 91 DSP
van drivers will be able to park their personal vehicle on site, enter their DSP van staged on
site, and drive to a designated loading area where it is loaded by delivery station employees.
The remaining four (4) AM turns of 91 DSP van drivers, as well as the three (3) midday turns
of 61 DSP van drivers, will need to park their personal vehicles in the overflow parking lot,
enter their DSP van staged in the overflow lot, and drive their DSP van to the facility. Tables
5A – 5B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the site’s Non Peak,
Phase I facility operations, which is broken down into 30 minute intervals. Tables 6A – 6B
contains information detailing the parking demand required for the site’s Non Peak, Phase I
facility operations, which is broken down into one hour intervals.
According to our calculations for Phase II of the development, the first two (2) AM turns of
91 DSP van drivers will be able to park their personal vehicle on site, enter their DSP van
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staged on site, and drive to a designated loading area where it is loaded by delivery station
employees. The remaining three (3) AM turns of 91 DSP van drivers, as well as the three (3)
midday turns of 61 DSP van drivers, will need to park their personal vehicles in the overflow
parking lot, enter their DSP van staged in the overflow lot, and drive their DSP van to the
facility. Tables 7A – 7B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the
site’s Non Peak, Phase II facility operations, which is broken down into 30 minute intervals.
Tables 8A – 8B contains information detailing the parking demand required for the site’s
Non Peak, Phase II facility operations, which is broken down into one hour intervals.
To accommodate Peak operations, 638 spaces will need to be provided in the off-site parking
lot. Once Phase II is built, the number of required off-site parking spaces for Peak operations
will be reduced to 547 spaces. Graphs illustrating the parking demand for the facility are
included in Appendix A.
Peak Hour Trip Generation
To provide context to the amount of traffic being generated by this use during the peak
hours, we utilized information from the traffic schedule which was provided by the client to
estimate the overall trip generation of the site. Assuming that all personal and facility vehicles
can park on site, the proposed delivery station development is estimated to generate 347
AM Peak Hour trips (231 In, 116 Out) and 220 PM Peak Hour trips (110 In, 110 Out) during
the Non Peak season. Table 9 shows further detail on the trip generation calculations for the
proposed development.
We have also estimated the trip generation for the second condition, which analyzes the use of
the off-site overflow parking lot for additional DSP employees and their associated personal and
facility vehicles. Based on the parking demand calculations, the proposed delivery station
development is estimated to generate 347 AM Peak Hour trips (231 In, 116 Out) and 165 PM
Peak Hour trips (55 In, 110 Out) during the Non Peak season with the use of the overflow
parking lot (Table 9A). The proposed overflow parking lot is estimated to generate 0 AM
Peak Hour trips (0 In, 0 Out) and 55 PM Peak Hour trips (55 In, 55 Out), which is shown in
Table 9B.
Conclusions
According to our calculations, the proposed development will not be able to support the
parking required for the facility entirely on site during both the Non Peak and Peak seasons
in either Phase I or Phase II. All delivery station management employees and Flex drivers
will be able to park on site in both the overnight and day turns; however, there is not enough
parking spaces to support the DSP vans and personal employee vehicles. Therefore, the
use of off-site overflow lots will need to be utilized and provide at least 638 spaces in order
to support the DSP van operations during Peak season. With the use of these off-site lots,
all parking operations can be accommodated.

FIGURES
Figure 1: Phase I Site Plan
Figure 2: Phase II Site Plan
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